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David,
Two of SumZero’s most prolific, outspoken, and best-performing members on the short side recently posted opposing,
full-length research ideas on embattled Valeant Pharmaceuticals (VRX:US) on the Buyside database. These strongly
contrasting views (coupled with the fact that the highly-contested company reports earnings next week) prompted us at
SumZero to seek more on this intriguing situation.
Nashville-based David Trainer of Novo Capital Management and Navi Hehar of Mile 26 Capital in New York City sat
down with SumZero to distill the merits of their respective theses in this hefty bull/bear-type discussion posted on our
public blog:

Read the Valeant (VRX:US) Bull/Bear Debate (Open Access)
Kind regards,
The SumZero Team
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